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* RTI question -- They didn't quite answer, but mention that the govt 
support is slow and lacking 
* Para-teacher -- Para-teacher opens the school, helps the teacher in 
regular curriculur lessons, help in prayers, singing etc.,  Also helps in 
personal hygiene etc., help with homeworkvisits homes if any of the 
student's don't show up on a regular basis 
* Teacher attendance -- don't have stats on this. "General consensus" that 
teacher attendance had slightly improved. 
* Para-teachers aren't paid. Staff members have free tuition centers. They 
would like the para-teachers to be eventually owned by the community 
* Admin budget is wishy-washy. 10%, but they don't have breakup -- AI to 
obtain some sort of breakup 
* Why para-teachers and not full teachers? Apparently teachers can be 
appointed via PTA, but they'd require Rs. 10,000/- per month. If funds are 
provided, they can look into appointing teachers. 
* Some confusion about the number of atlases/dictionaries required 
(seems to be 1100 given that there are only 1500 students in total). 
Confirm # of students. 
 
* Nikhil pitches: Yoga, Drawing, Para-teachers, Computer salaries, 
Nutritional, Dictionaries, Documentations, + 2 full-time teachers 
* AI - Talk to TNF about this (they fund 6 schools). CNJ funds 3, and 
they're pitching 4 to us. 
* Confirm the # of students.  
* AI - Forward Anupama list of places for site visits 
(email anupama.sh@gmail.com) 
 
* Vote: For a cap (of above mentioned categories and to a tune of 4.4 
lakhs for 6 months). Its only a 6-month vote, so we'll take a brand new vote 
after 6 months.  
All in favour: PJ, Anish, Vinod, Harendra, Hari, Nikhil, Nagender, Forum, 
Raghu, Aparna 
Abstain: Anupama 
 
* Metrics: 
Pass %, students attendance, teacher attendance, drop-outs, metrics on 
student's progress, community involvement 
	  
	  
	  
	  



10/31/2011	  
	  

• Project aims at helping 14 rural schools in the Kanchipuram Districts. Proposal sent for 4 
schools, 2 primary, 1 middle school and 1 high school 

• The organization helps with providing the infrastructure lacking in government schools 
like electricity, furniture, toilets etc. 

• They provide para-teachers who help out with the day to day activities of the school, help 
kids to do their homework etc. 

• Supplement schools with teachers for extra-curricular activities like Yoga and Drawing. 
• Site visit done by Saurabh Chakraborty (Asha Chennai Volunteer). 
• Question to be asked 

1. Have the Project partner asked authorities about lack of infrastructure in the 
government schools? They could potentially file an RTI. 

2. What does the para teacher do all day? How many hours do they work? Details 
on their activities. 

3. Quote for infrastructure - details? 
4. Upkeep of infrastructure - who does it?(for example, who maintains the toilets) If 

we fund the infrastructure, what prevents them from degrading? 
5. Teacher attendance statistics? How has the project affected the performance of 

the government school teachers? Have they become more regular? (maybe from 
their other projects that have been running longer) 

6. Sustainability plans? 
7. Clarify the 10% budget for administration 
8. They said adding supplemental teachers would need more permissions. What 

kind of permissions? REWARD (below) seems to be doing a similar thing? 
• Called Vote on whether we should fund the project in any form 

• Yes - (15) Aparna, Raghu, Vimal, Archana, Nikhil, Pallav, Bharat, Arushi, Vinod, 
SS, Snetu, Anish, Prateek, Sahil, Tejo 

• No - (3)  Pradeep, Hari, Harendra 
• Reasons: Hari: All the value add seems to be extraneous to the functioning to 

the schools, para teachers are like care takers, amount of money doesn't look 
appropriate 

• Decision: Since most members of the chapter want to support the project, Nikhil will 
return with the above answers and other information that will convince people to support 
the project 

 
	  
07/11/2011	  
	  
Update 

• Rural area. Govt schools are not very functional, but better than others. Enhance 
education experience by supplementing one para-teacher through them. 

• Funding for nutritional program, dictionaries, 
• Asking for 8 lacs, total budget 35 lacs over 12 or 13 schools. 
• Why not get full time teachers? You need some permissions from the govt, and it is 

working for them. Willing to look into that if we want them to. 
• Atlas, dictionaries, why? Just a starting point for students to explore other things. Open to 

using the money in computer education, more teachers etc. They had press coverage for 
distributing dictionaries. 



• They do life skill programs for students in higher grade when students do not want to 
continue studies. 

• Metric: attendance, drop out rate. Previously attendance was low. In 2008, 3 or > missed 
days per month was 25% but now is 2.6%, across the board. (but in 2008, 2 missed days 
per month was 61%). Pass percentage increased from 57% to 69% in one year. 

• 400 students for nutritional support – only for primary school. Atlases are for middle 
school and secondary school students. 

• What in ABL? In rural school, TN ABL is not implemented yet. That's why they are trying. 
• Gender distribution: drop out rate for girls ~= boys 
• cost per school: one time cost for tables, mat is Rs 62,000 (already done). Monthly cost 

Rs 10,000 per school, includes salaries for teachers to teach yoga, music, computer (in 
some), and nutritional supplements. 

• Total cost is 35 lakhs. Education is 45%, material development is 15%, vocational 
training is 10%, … 

• Another proposal: for higher education scholarships Rs 250,000.00 for 10 students 
selected on merit. 

• Nikhil's recommendation: not a dire need project, but good work. We can look at 
computer education, scholarships etc. 

• Operational since 2008. 
• have FCRA since last year (by Maitri Education Trust)  

Q: Are they planning to adopt any more schools? What about their one 
time cost? 
Q: How have the scores changed? 
Q: Do they know how have the teacher's attendance changed? 
Action items: Ping Maitri Education Trust, arrange site visit  
 
	  
06/06/2011	  
	  
New Project – Kalanjiyam trust – Presenter Nikhil 
-        Project partener is in US and visiting New Jersy, might be able to 
meet her when she is here in Palo Alto 
-        The trust focuses on rural areas where it adopts government schools 
covering all levels – primary, secondary and high school 
-        Trust started in 2006. Took over 7 schools in 2007, increased it by 6 
in 2009 to a total of 13 schools ~ 3000 students 
-        Trust has FCRA 
-        The target group is a lower socio-economic group which is 
agriculture based, where average monthly income is 3000 
-        Very good literacy rate in the community. 20-25% haven’t had 
education at all. Literacy rate in the community is 60-70% 
-        Goal is to empower community with good education environment 



-        Schools are pretty much like the usual government schools where 
there are total of 2-3 teachers for entire middle school 

• Teachers are really stretched out 
• Teachers may not show up some days or be late because of delays in public transport in 

which case the children just take the day off 
• Attendance rates are 30-40% 

-        They try to make schooling holistic by adding extra-curricular classes 
like – computer, yoga, drawing, music, scholarships 
-        They assign one volunteer per school to monitor the running of the 
school 
-        Volunteers is typically a 12th pass student from the villages who is 
trained by the trust -  – salary 3-6K 
-        What does a volunteer do: 

• Stays at the school mostly throughout the day 
• Works with the community to educate parents and convince them to send kids to school 
• Comes in early in the morning to open the school doors so that students don’t skip school 

if the school is not opened on time 
• Volunteers get children started like proxy if the teacher is late 
• They work with the teachers and try to get them better at teaching 
• Promoting health and well-being in the community 
• They act as mediators to improve attendance and reduce drop out rates 
• They don’t interfere with the teacher’s day-to-day job 
• They have extra classes for extra-curricular activities 
• Volunteer would organize the health camp 

-        Trust is also involved with library, education research, live skills 
program which gives skills to people without education – don’t know what 
kind of skills. They also spend on development of information materials like 
health awareness dvds 
-        Proposal was emailed to our chapter. Lakshmi visited some ASHA 
chapter in 2008 and met with members 
-        Professionals from Bangalore are backing this trust – google, 
lawyers 
-        Trust is based in Chennai 
-        They have a great website which has very good testimonials from a 
lot of folks 
-        They found measureable success using following metrics for success 
evaluation 

• They have a scorecard with 10 different metrics like attendance, attentiveness etc. They 
give a score on a 5 point scale. 

• Another metric is pass % 
• Better attendance rate - From 30-40 % to 70% attendance in main school 

-        In the current proposal they have requested for adopting 14 schools 



-        When the school starts on june 15th, they will have a final number 
students, by july 
-        They have 30 teachers, includes community workers and various 
arts programs plus other staff 
-        They have 6 volunteers who donate their time sometimes 
-        Most of the school premises they use have decent facilities 
-        Places they don’t have chairs and tables, they provide mats 
-        They also bought computers for many of these schools 
-        They want to make sure that school environment is good by 
providing lighting and food 
-        Apart from midday meals that are provided in government meals, 
they also provide another meal for breakfast – like oatmeal. Healthy mix of 
nuts 
-        Idea is to develop good nutritional habits 
-        Kids usually skip breakfast either because they are working or they 
don’t have food at home 
-        They also conduct frequent health camps and provide free 
healthcare for minor diseases 
-        Clean drinking water 
-        Curriculum – all schools are tamil nadu state board (ABL). They don’t 
change the curriculum, just add extra-curricular activities 
-        They keep getting feedback from parents that kids are more eager to 
go to school now 
-        Main reason from kids to attend is breakfast and fun activities 
-        After the program children are encouraged to go for higher studies 
-        If students are not interested in going for college after 12th, they 
provide live skills training so they can start working. Not sure again what 
live skills are 
-        Their aim is to get to a zero dropout in all schools 
-        Drop-out rate is higher in high schools 
-        Budget ~8 lakhs – breakfast, notebooks, color pencils, tamil-english-
tamil dictionary, world atlas, 
-        1.5 lakhs for salaries. Breakdown is missing 
-        They sent audited report, complete budget is 35 lakhs 
-        They are also ok with only funding parts 
-        They provide meals for 11 months 
-        Previously they got 16.5 lakhs over 3 years 
-        Most other funds are from individual doners 



-        Self-sustenance – couple of years back they used to give fruits that 
they grew on their land for breakfast. They might try to do that more. They 
are also trying to get the community involved if they can pitch-in some 
money. 
-        Metrics, can we get number from before 2007 and afterwards. Also 
sex distribution 
-        Get the whole budget 
-        Wait to get answers before getting the site visit vote 
-        Questions: 

• Do they have a formal contract with the school – probably not 
• Prateek – ABL curriculum should have extra-curriculars like music, songs and dancing. 

What additional activities is this trust adding? 
• Sonal: What is the reason for the dropouts - because of women dropping out because of 

marriage? 
• Deveavani: what is the current drop-out rate? 
• Budget question: The number of students listed for breakfast was only for 400 students 

although for books it was for 2000 students. Why the descrepancies? 
• Why do they need to spend so much on atlases and dictionaries, can we ask them the 

spend that money on better things 
• What is the breakdown of breakfast and books distribution 
• Prateek: How does this compare to the SV project Reward which is also in Tamil Nadu 

and has much more experience. Should sync up with the stewards of that project to get 
some feedback:http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=590  

• PJ: Why are they reluctant to hire someone more qualified who can be a full-fledged 
teacher instead of using their volunteer 

• Prateek: What is the teacher to student ratio, are they concerned about that metric? 
 
	  


